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Preview: 26th annual Diversity D ance
Students to celebrate diversity with authentic food and fun music

What's Inside
NEWS

BY ADRIANA AVILA
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On Friday, November 20, the annual Diversity Dance will take place at the Crowne
Plaza in Concord. This exciting night will
include an international buffet dinner, a
professional DJ, and a photo booth.
The Diversity Organization Council
(DOC) has made the Diversity Dance a Saint
Mary's tradition, with one representative
per DOC working during the dance all fall
semester. The Saint Mary's community
enjoys this event because it is a nice way to
celebrate diversity in a fun interactive way.
Attendees will get to experience a variety
of authentic foods and dance to music.
The photo booth will be there to capture
keepsakes of your memories "Under The
Night Sky."
First year stuQ.ents are excited and curious about the event. Some students are worried about the transportation to the event
because it is an off-campus activity. Firstyear Nia Brown commented, "I'm super
excited for the dance but kind of bummed
because it's all the way out in Concord and
I don't have a car. It would be awesome if
they had like a shuttle or something that you
could sign-up for and it took you straight to
the dance because public transportation in
formal wear is not fun." Unfortunately there
will not be any shuttles, but students are
encoura ed to carpool with friend .
Senior Evelyn Minaise, who has worked
on the event as a co-chair along with Zoe
Loos, says, "People who have not been to
the dance before can expect it to be a fun
getaway and change of pace. People often
really look forward to the event because
it's the only dance that's both off-campus

BEYOND THE BUBBLE

· Terrorists attack the heart of Paris,
13 year old sues North Carolina,
Postal Service continues to lose
money and more. f-'AGE?
CAMPUS SNAPSHOTS

See photos from the latest
events taking place on campus,
from Fall Frenzy to Associated
Students Day. PAGt. ::;
SAINT MARY'S STUDENTS dancing at the previous year's Diversity Dance. (Andrew Nguyen/COLLEGIAN)
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and semi formal, and it's alsu part of a long
history at the College: this is the <lance's
26th year. People can expect fun music and
a celebratory vibe."
For those of us who are curious about
the name of this event, Minaise informs
that '"Diversity Dance" as a name has
been around for a while, and we don't really know where the name came from or
how it started. The theme, however; was
brainstormed and decided upon by people
th Div rsity Dance Co
· t
h.
year·s theme is "Under the Night Sky." It
was chosen because they wanted a name
that represented a formal night and wanted
to incorporate the idea of natural light. The
night sky is an image used in many cultures.
This dance will incorporate themes that
connect people with other cultures, while

embracing their own.
Minaise also mentioned, "my favorite
part of the event is seeing people walk in
and take pictures at our photo booth area
before the dancing or dinner actually start.
It's exciting to see everyone stream in and
get excited about the dance, seeing each
other dressed up, outside the school setting.
That initial excitement makes all the hard
work pay off."
Ticket sales end Wednesday, November 18,
t rtingat$1Bandri in to$20onMonday,
November 16. Therl!'s also a chance to win a
free ticket if you enter the Diversity Dance
Lottery for students who would like to attend
the event but cannot financially. Register
on line at www. stmarys-ca.edu/ic.
(Disclosure: Evelyn Minaise is the Editorin-Chieffor The Collegian.)

GILMORE GIRLS REBOOT

Long beloved television show
following the life of a single mother
and her daughter makes a final return
to the excitement of fans. "i\ .:iE 4

COFFEE SHOP REVIEW

STUDENT PROFILE

The hipster coffee shop named Coffee
Shop provides quality beverages
and serves as a good alternative
to the chain Starbucks. f-'AG

Lluvia de Milagros Carrasco publishes collection of works

OPINION

BY EVELYN MINAISE
EDITOP N-CHIFF

Saint Mary's senior Lluvia de Milagros
Carrasco is pursuing publication of her
recent written work titled "The Storm of La
Nina: A Chronicle of Today's Professional
Womyn." Reaching beyond her current role
as a student, Lluvia is writingwith the goal of
telling stories that have the potential to enter
the classroom as a learning tool in the future.

"Between these artists
and leaders that are
bringing this world
into social and political
change, religiously
inspire me everyday to
live by their integrity."
"The Storm of La Nina" is described as
"A creative compilation of short stories,
rants, letters, diary entries, speeches, narratives, theoretical analyses, and poems on
the untold ironies of the 50 year old multicultured storm of the professional womyn."
Carrasco would characterize the genre as
creative writing blending various theories
surrounding Ethnic Studies, Feminist Studies, Queer Studies, Youth Studies, and Higher
Education inclusivity. Much of her writing
in this selection is archived, but much of it
also comes from her experiences at Saint
Mary's, as well as from performances on and
off campus on spoken word platforms. The

r

work also comes from her experiences as
part of a Chicana Feminist Writers Collective, helping her explore cultural, political,
and artistic expression.
When asked about what prompted her to
consider publication, Carrasco discussed
the various ways in which "the woman is
erased, edited, and filtered through the lips
of a publicist whom retells the falsehood of
a story, a reality, and therefore identity." She
recounted her own experiences in having to
choose between Business and Women's and
Gender Studies in that, to formally study
a background from which she comes, she
would either have to "study the very field of
hidden stories to simply break the threshold of academic validation." Such decisions
inspired her to bridge her understanding of
theory with creativity and potentially offer
texts to simultaneously study and identify
with.
Carrasco's mother inspires her writing,
particularly her mother's efforts to provide
opportunities for her, as well as the stories
of her ancestors. She recognizes that the
artistic expressions she had been exposed
to also had an influence, ranging from Bay
Area musicians to the works of Virginia
Woolf. Talking about drawing inspiration
from these figures, Carrasco notes, "Between
these artists and leaders that are bringing
this world into social and political change,
religiously inspire me everyday to live by
their integrity." Recognizing the way these
artists have inspired her, Carrasco, too,
wishes to convey in her own writing "the very
energy and healing space that every piece of
arthas given [her] at some point in [her] life."

"The Storm of La Nina: A Chronicle of Today's Professional Womyn" will be published
through Author House and will distribute
within online reading data bases such as
Amazon and be available through Barnes
and Noble, Random House, and Penguin
Classics. Carrasco is also working towards
distributing her text at Saint Mary's and
Berkeley Publishing, among others, where
she hopes the text can be incorporated into
academic curricula.
You can follow Liu via de Milagros Carrasco work on her social media, Linkedln, or
academia.orgto learn more about attaining
digital and physical copies of"The Storm of
La Nina: A Chronicle of Today's Professional
Womyn."
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STEROID USE IN RUSSIA

The use of steroids corrupts
and alters the very fabric of
professional sports and must be
stopped immediately. " l\G::."
SPORTS
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
CRUISES PAST CSUN

The Gaels defeated their opening
opponent 93-59 on Friday. i>A ~ 7
r

MEN'S SOCCER FINISHES
SEASON STRONG
CARRASCO'S COLLECTION will be available soon on a vari·
ety of platforms. (Courtesy of Uuvia de Milagros Carrasco)

The Gaels sent off their seniors with a
2-0 over Portland last Saturday. PAGE 8
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Psych Club's Career Night features various panelists for Q&A
BY TERRILYN HO
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'To act upon ones convictions while others wait,

To create a positiveforce in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn't available before,
To offer those who want it. a choice-"
-TEO T URNE R

If you are considering a career
in the field of psychology, then the
Psych Club's Career Night would
have been the perfect opportunity
for you to explore possible job and
research opportunities, as well as
to learn more about how an undergraduate degree in psychology can
be utilized.
This event was held on Tuesday,
November 10 and showcased 16
various panelists who all have a
multitude of different careers that
all centered on some aspect in psychology. The panelists even included
individuals who were alumni from
Saint Mary's, many of whom graduated with a bachelor's in psychology
to go on to very fulfilling careers.
These included people from a
myriad of professions including
a people development coordinator, health education manager,

courtroom deputy clerk, nurse
practitioner, marketing assistant,
quality assurance engineer, ranger,
consultant, human resources and
benefits analyst, attorney at law, and
high school English teacher.
Elizabeth (Liz) Garcia, one of
many panelists, ended up utilizing
her degree in psychology in a more
unexpected career field. As a Courtroom Deputy Clerk for The United
States District Court (Northern
District of California), her job is to
manage administrative aspects to
facilitate courtroom proceedings.
This includes making sure that
respective attorneys have arrived
for proceedings; calling the court
to order and announcing the cases
for the record. In addition to this,
she also administers oaths to defendants, prospective and empaneled
jurors, and witnesses. Although a
degree in psychology does not seem
like it would be suitable in helping
her duties, she explains how it "has

Beyond the Bubble
Worst Terrorist Attack in
Europe in 11 Years
Eight terrorists, wrapped in
explosive belts and armed with
machine guns targeted carefully
chosen locations in the center of
Paris. 129 people died as a result
of the attacks, and more than
350 were injured. The Islamic
State militant group claimed
responsibility for the attacks.
Most of the injuries occurred
at a rock concert in the center
of the city. The Islamic State
claimed that France was and
would remain one of its top targets. The government has shut
down popular cultural places
such as the Eiffel Tower. Public
protests are prohibited until
Thursday and the government
has recommended that citizens
stay in their homes.
Utah Judge Reverses Order
to Take 9 month old Foster
Child

Judge Scott N. Johansen of
Utah reversed his order for a
foster child to be taken away
from its lesbian foster parents because it was "not in the
best interest of children to be
raised by same-sex couples."
He initially ordered that the
child be taken from the couple
and given to a heterosexual
couple. The dispute is the first
of its kind, and many more are
sure to follow with the recent
change in policy. Many believe
the discussion is mute, and that
OBergefell v. Hodges should set
the precedent for treating same
sex couples equally, especially in
familial matters.

Postal Service Reports
Ninth Consecutive Year of
Losing Money
The Postal Service lost 5.1
billion dollars in the recently
completed fiscal year. This is
the ninth consecutive year it

given me the ability to apply my
interpersonal arid environmental
awareness skills to aid me in carrying
out my job effectively."
Another speaker was Micheline
Magnotta, a senior consultant at 3D
Group, who utilizes her degree in
psychology by helping businesses
and nonprofits grow and improve
theirprogramsandservices.Shealso
specializes in program evaluation,
360-degree feedback, and employee
attitude surveys by working closely
with clients to design a methodology that reflects each organization's
need and culture so that clients get
the most out of their projects with
3DGroup.
One of the last panelists was John
Wyma, who is currently a research
associate at Veterai1's Affair Northern California Healthcare System:
Human Cognitive Neurophysiology
Laboratory and a general manager at
Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc.As far
as how his degree in psychology has

helped him, he mentions that "having a focus [in] experimentalneuropsychology [means] I use my degree
everyday. There's not a facet of what
I learned here that I don't apply at
least once a week ... you learn bits and
pieces of it here at Saint Mary's, but
all of it is applicable."
To wrap up the panel, the speakers
reminded the students that psychology majors are often sought out by
business, industry, education, government, militaiy, and many other
employers for both individual general qualitative, "people-oriented"
skills and abilities, as well for more
specific applied, quantitative, scientific, methodological, "researchoriented" skills and abilities. The
most important thing to remember
is to keep your minds and eyes
open because you are likely to find
a surprising number of unexpected
career pathways where you will
never truly know where they may
take you next.

Because there's a whole
world out there ...
has lost money, however; it is
a slight improvement from the
2014 fiscal year. USPS made
only 1.1 billion dollars in 2014.
The losses are in part due to the
decreased demand in delivery of
first-class mail. However, they
are also due to the expensive
mandatory retiree health care.
The following years do not look
promising, expenses continue to
rise and demand for mail delivery services is declining.

their denial. Gayle Goldsmith
Tuch and Our Children's Trust
gave Turner advice and probono legal assistance.

11/ 8/ 15 4:20 p.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Found drug paraphernalia in Ageno East Upper Parking Lot; referred to the Dean of
Students Office

11/ 10/ 1510:24 p.m.
Incid ent: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Unknown cause - no
fire, smoke, or scorching in Cassin Student Union; referred to
Facilities Services

11/ 9/ 15 7:37 p.m.
Incident: Medical Assist
Synopsis: Guest collapsed in
Soda Center - transported to
John Muir Hospital; referred to
Loss Prevention

11/ 11/ 15 8:55 p.m.
Incident: Medical Assist
Synopsis: Student feeling dizzy
and faint in Erg Room - Maintenance Yard - no transport;
referred to Dean of Stude nts
Office and Health & Wellness
Center

Threats Made Against
Michigan Technological University Students Via Yik-Yak
Black students have been
receiving threats via the social
media application, Yik-Yak. In
a previous case Hunter M. Park,
a student at Missouri University of Science and Technology,
13 Year-Old Sues North posted threats against students
Carolina Over Greenhouse and faculty. In yet another case,
a student at Northwest Missouri
Gas Emissions
Hallie Turner submitted ape- State posted "I'm gonna shoot
tition asking the North Carolina any black people tomorrow, so
Environmental Management · be ready." The threats and comCommission (EMC) to cut emis- ments have incensed university
sions by 4 percent every year students across the nation and
until 2050. The EMC denied her led to marches and walkouts.
petition, claiming that it was The students have mainly been
not within their power to meet protesting the leniency of school
her requests. The lawsuit she officials when dealing with is has brought forward challenges sues of racism .

Crime Beat
11/ 3/ 15 8:17 a.m.
Incident: Traffic Accident
Synopsis: Driver was blinded by
the sun and ran over and up on a
curb in IFO Justin Hall; Closed
11/ 4/ 15 2:20 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: False alarm in Guerrieri East - unknown cause
(no fire, smoke, or scorching);
referred to Dean of Students
Office and Facilities Services
11/ 6/ 15 3:25 p.m.
Incident: Vehicle Collision
Synopsis: Parties involved exchanged information in front
of Claeys North Hall; suspended
11/ 7/ 15 11:52 a.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Cooking food set off
alarm in Guerrieri West - no
fire , smoke, or scorching; referred to Dean of Students Office and Facilities Services

11/ 6/ 15 11:45 p.m.
Incident : Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Possession of alcohol,
underage drinking, and fake ID
card in Ageno C; referred to
Dean of Students Office
11/ 7/ 15 1:20 a.m.
Incident: Vandalism
Synopsis: Fountain base was
tipped over chapel fountain at
Korth Towers; referred to Facilities Services
11/ 7/15 3:06 p.m.
Incident: Hit & Run
Synopsis: Damage to driver's
side rear bumper _in North
Claeys Parking Lot; closed
11/ 7/15 10:54 p.m.
Incident: Medical Transport
Synopsis: Guest at event with
shortness of breath & dizziness
in Soda Center' referred to Loss
Prevention

11/ 9/ 15 1:56 p.m.
Incident: Medical Assist
Synopsis: Transported to
County Hospital Martinez from
Brother Jerome West; referred
to Dean of Students Office and
CAPS
11/ 9/ 15 11:06 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Unknown cause - no
fire, smoke, or scorching in Post
Office; referred to Facilities
Services

11/ 11/ 15 22:35 p.m.
Incident: Property Damage
Synopsis: Water leak in ceiling
from upstairs toilet in Guerrieri
Hall West; referred to Campus
Housing and Facilities Services
11/ 11/ 15 11:48 a.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Off-campus sexual assault in Pittsburg, CA; referred
to the Dean of Stud en ts Office
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NEWS
Campus Snapshots

Campus
Calendar
ASSOCIATED STUDENT'S DAY presents games, activities, and food to promote their duties and presence on campus. (Evelyn Minaise/COLLEGIAN)

FALL FRENZY SPURS SAINT MARY'S STUDENTS to get active and ride electronic bicycles to The
College's win against other schools around the country. (Ardi Samonte/COLLEGIAN)

Monday, November 16
6:00-9:00 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Claeys
Lounge
Contact Edgar Alonzo
edalonzo@gmail.com
Talkin' Bout a Revolution - Music for Social Change Concert
Tuesday, November 17
7:00p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Moraga
Room
Contact Prof. Mark Wilson
dmw9@stmarys-ca.edu
CAB's Late Night Breakfast
Tuesday, November 17
10:00-12 a.m.
Delphine Hall Intercultural Center
Contact akta Gibbs
cabln@stmarys-ca.edu

SAINT MARY'S COMMUNITY HONORS VETERANS with American flags lining the pathway to De La
Salle Hall. (Olivia Meme/COLLEGIAN)

STUDENTS ENJOY WATERCOLORING and drawing on campus, enjoying the fresh air and buidling a
sense of community. (Adriana Avila/ COLLEGIAN)

Variations
Thursday, November 19
8:00p.m.
LeFevre Theatre
Contact Cathy Davalos
cdavalos@stmarys-ca.edu
CAB's Battle of the Bands
Thursday, November 19
8:00-10:00 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Moraga
Room
Contact Marysela Padilla
cabdirector@stmarys-ca.edu
Jazz Band Concert
Friday, November 20
5:00p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Claeys
Lounge
Contact John Maltester
maltester@comcast.net

SAINT MARY'S SQUIRREL enjoys the fresh Fall air while climbing a tree. (Adriana Avila/COLLEGIAN)

ROWING TEAM practices in front of Chapel to raise funds. (Chrissy Camilleri/COLLEGIAN)

LOOKCLOSER.

\!tbe (ollegtan

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff"@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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Get your grub on: five alternative Thanksgiving menus
ASSIS~A~T

BY CAMILLA MARAIS
CJLTlJPE EDITOR

Shake up your traditional routine with these creative twists on the classics

There are several things in
life that we can always count
on: the fact that the sky is blue,
Chipotle is good, and, yes, that
your mom is always right about
that person you're dating. In
that same sense, we can count
on our Thanksgiving traditions as truth: Dad roasts the
turkey, Grandma makes her
classic pumpkin pie, Mom bakes
homemade cornbread, greataunt Cheryl drinks too much
sangria, you and your siblings
(roughly) set the table and avoid

getting caught into any extra
chores. Even the structure of
your Thanksgiving plate is regulated: a couple slices of turkey,
spoonful of mashed potatoes,
two serving of stuffing, dollop
of cranberry sauce, a dinner
roll on top of your plate like the
star on a Christmas trees. The
cooking starts at the crack of
dawn, everyone's eating by two,
and back home by 7:30. This is
Thanksgiving!
There's some comfort in this
consistency. Despite the frantic

whirlwind that was our midterm
experiences, we find peace in
the fact that despite our horrific seminar essay or biology
midterm, as those grades may
fluctuate, we know that at two
on November 26, we will be on
track to our favorite food coma
since childhood. We've set and
defined our Thanksgivings by
this.
But did any of us ever stop and
think about when we decided
these things 'made' Thanksgiving? Surely Grandma didn't AL-

WAYS make pumpkin pie with
a lattice crust, and sangria was
definitely not a part of the first
Thanksgiving menu. The wonderful thing about traditions,
and mankind in general, is how
we adopt things we love into
these celebrations. That's the
beauty of the holidays - we can
make them whatever we want
them to be. Understand this
is coming from someone who
honors tradition religiously
(I've spent every hour of every
Thanksgiving the same way

for as long as I can remember,
within reason).
The comfort in routine is immense. However, whether we
want to spice things up, or our
regular holiday house isn't an
option anymore, there's another
exciting beauty in change and
adoption. When these changes
occur, no need to panic, it is still
Thanksgiving. No matter what
you're craving or the changes
you're facing, here's a handful
of menus and recipes with their
respective authors to inspire:

1. Traditional Twist
-Citrus and herb roasted turkey (Spoon Fork Bacon)
-Poblano corn bread stuffing
(Love and Lemons)
-Tuscan Sweet Potato Fries
(Family Style Food)
-Caramelized Brussel Sprouts
with Blue Cheese, Bacon, and
Caramel Apple Vinaigrette (Half
Baked Harvest)
-Pumpkin pie cinnamon rolls
(Diethood)

2. Exotic
-Braised French Duck (Easy
French Food)
-Broccolini and Feta Galette
(Martha Stewart)
-Spicy Chorizo Pistachio Pear
Stuffing (Presley's Pantry)
-Brussel Sprouts with White
Beans and Pecorino (Not Without Salt)
-Coconut Cake with SaffronCream (Delish)

3. Vegan
-Stuffed Peppers with Thai
Curry Rice and Mushrooms
(Food and Wine)
-Crispy Smashed Potatoes
with Avocado Garlic Aioli (Oh
She Glows)
-Artichokes with Scallion
Vinaigrette (Food and Wine)
-Squash Rounds with Cider
Shallot Rounds (Eating Well)
-Baked Apples Stuffed with
Cinnamon Dat e Pecan Oatmeal
(Oh She Glows)

4. Small Crowd
-Cornish Game Hens with
Artichokes and Potatoes (Better
Homes and Gardens)
-Corn Pudding (Food and
Wine)
-Mixed Grains with Green
Beans and Crispy Bacon (Food
and Wine)
-Shaved Brussels Sprouts
Salad with Apples, Hazelnuts &
Brown Butter Dressing (Splendid Table)
- Ginger Creme Brulee (Better
Homes and Gardens)

5. College-Budget-Friendly
-Bay and lemon brined turkey
(Dave Lieberman)
-Sourdough bread stuffing
(Dave Lieberman)
-Baked mashed potatoes (Sandra Lee)
-- Orange-scented grenen
beans (Rachel Ray)
-Pumpkin cream pie (Sandra
Lee)

With added herbs, spices, and
flairs of flavor, you can have
your (classic) menu- elevated.
Finish with the traditional flavor of pumpkin in a cinnamon
roll to please any crowd.

Utilizing cultural flavors from
France, Italy, and Spain, your
table will be anything but boring
and everything that's delicious;
prepare a culinary adventure
for your guests without leaving
the kitchen.

This menu doesn't need animal products to be rich in subtance and flavor - from avocado
garlic aioli, Thai curry rice, and
cinnamon date pecan oats, these
recipes will please vegans and
carnivores alike.

A simple, scrumptious, and
no-stress prep are the blessings
of catering for a small crowd,
plus individual hens and desserts ensure perfect portions for
each guest while sparing you unnecessary hours in the kitchen.

You don't need a king's budget to eat like one- less costly
ingredients like sourdough and
whipped cream replace more
expensive ones in pie and stuffing to deliver amazing flavor at
a fraction of the original cost.

Gilmore Girls' Netflix reboot brings promise of closure
Netflix revives the favorite sitcom and hopes to bring a satisfactory end to the beJoved series
BY CALLIE COKER
STAFF WRITER

When Gilmore Girls abruptly
ended in 2007, many fans were
left reeling with questions that
left them dissatisfied and forever
begging the show creator, Amy
Sherman-Palladino, to revive the
series. Sherman-Palladino repeatedly said that given th_e right time
and context, she would revisit Stars
Hollow, Connecticut, but that such
a return was unlikely for the foreseeable future.
Well, apparently the righttime is
now, as Netflix recently announced
that Gilmore Girls would be coming back in a mini-series. Once the
news broke, long-time fans of the
show nearly broke the Internet in
response, summarizing the most
memorable moments from the
show's seven seasons, detailing
what answers needed to be addressed in the new revamp, and
thoughtfully acknowledging one
character that would not be returning- the adored Richard Gilmore,
played by Edward Hermann, who
passed away in 2014.
Currently, the revamp is said to

GILMORE GIRLS' beloved cast poses ar their 2015 reunion, fans ecstatic to see their favorite characters reunited. (Courtesy of Huffington Post)

include four 90 minute epis9des
written by Sherman-Palladino,
who departed from the show before its seventh and final season
following intense negotiations
with Warner Bros. Since the original writer left before the final season, many fans felt the final season
was not genuine conclusion to the
beloved series, and the news of a
revamp has elicited a positive and

hopeful response from fans.
Though quiet initially, cast
members eventually expressed
their own excitement in the chance
to reprise their roles. Milo Ventimiglia, who played bad-boy Jess
Mariano and love interest to Rory
Gilmore, said, "I've always been
pretty vocal about Gilmore and I
know everybody's been waiting,
and I was like, 'That will never

happen,' and it's totally happening." The key members of the show,
Lauren Graham, Alexis Bledel,
Kelly Bishop, and Scott Patterson
are interested in returning, and are
currently working out the details.
Many fans, though excited for
the return, are still wondering
what exactly the new installments
will entail. Fans are hopeful to see
a Lorelei and Luke reunion, and

want to see Rory as a successful
journalist. Some fans worry that a
potential reboot will not actually
be the Gilmore Girls we know and
love. New York Times journalist
James Poniewozik argues that the
new show "will be a different thing,
no matter how much of the original
talent returns, because here's one
thing [a] reboot can't restore: lost
time."
Since the show's 2007 end, we
are unable to see till the things we
wanted to see the characters do, we
willlikelypickupwith them much
later than where we left off, and
they will likely be different than
we remember.
The show will be similar to visiting a friend we have not seen or
spoken to in years, and is unlikely
to truly disappoint. Fans want
closure, something they were
cheated of with the show's final
season. If there is one thing we do
know it is that Sherman-Palladino
will revive the witty, genuine, and
loving nature of the show. So, what
we can look forward to is revisiting
historical Stars Hollow, and seeing where our favorite characters
are now.
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CULTURE
Coffee Shop offers quality alternative to chain coffee spots
In Downtown Walnut Creek, Coffee Shop offers comfortable study spot and delicious drinks

COFFEE SHOP uses quality beans to make artisan coffee drinks and offers a quiet space perfect for working or chatting with a friend. (Courtesy of Coffee Shop)

BY EVELYN MINAISE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Looking for a new coffee
shop to escape to for a study
break and enjoy some seasonal
warmth? Try the newest addition to Downtown Walnut Creek,
named simply Coffee Shop. Coffee Shop is located on Locust
Street, ironically not too far from
Peet's Coffee and Tea and a few
blocks from one of many Star-

bucks locations in Downtown.
When you're tired of chain
store coffee and want more of
a flavor that's focused on the
coffee rather than the added
sweetness, try Coffee Shop.
This is definitely not the place
for those of you who crave the
excess sweetness and exaggerated flavors of its coffee chain
counterparts. The atmosphere
in the Shop is different, as well,
from others. It's quieter, and you

find less people chatting and
more people quietly working
to themselves or with a friend.
With more of an alternative
look, or arguably "hipster" vibe,
it's like a small San Francisco or
Oakland getaway in the middle
of Walnut Creek.
While everyone craves a Starbucks seasonal drink in its nowcontroversial red cup, Coffee
Shop has more of a simple take
on coffee. The flavors do not

overpower the taste of the coffee
itself, and it's clear with roasters
like Stumptown and Four Barrel,
among others, that the coffee
is the focal point of the store.
But don't fret; Coffee Shop does
include seasonal specials. Right
now, you can find a gingerbread
cold brew or even an iced maple
latte.
I had ordered a mint mocha,
wanting to compare it to my usual peppermint mocha Starbucks

order. There is a clear difference
between the two: my Coffee
Shop order was less sweet, and
the coffee tasted much stronger
and more distinct. The peppermint wasn't as overpowering
and was the only sweetener in
the drink, allowing more room
to enjoy the other flavors in the
drink. While some might like the
distinct Starbucks flavor, I found
the Coffee Shop version to be a
refreshing change of pace, adding a new taste to the traditional
favorite.
Coffee Shop offers something
for everyone; they also have "coffee and craft cocktails," or coffee
drinks with a hint of alcohol.
After 5 p.m., they also serve a
variety of beers and wines. Besides the gourmet drinks, Coffee
Shop offers a small selection of
waffles, sandwiches, and sweets,
including strawberry mallow
waffles and handmade pop tarts.
If you're looking to try a different spin on coffee, Coffee
Shop is the place for you. It is
all about the drinks and less of a
competition of coming up with
the next best creative name for
a sugary warm drink. Try it out
as you're studying for finals for a
productive study break or just to
chat with a friend.

Victoria's Secret fashion show
Social media's apparent influence on the famous runway
BY MADISON LATTNER
CONTRIBUTING WRiTER

There is only one fashion show
that has 47 models, 120,000
Swarovski crystals, 40 cans of
hair spray and combined over
88 million Instagram followers.
It's the Victoria's Secret fashion
show! Over 185 countries will
tune into the annual fashion
show, which means that half
the world will see the new lingerie line and the models that
go with it. The 2015 show has
featured some of social media's
finest such as; Cara Delevingne
and Karlie Kloss. Along with the
Angels veterans some newcomers have jumped on the scene;
Kendall Jenner and Gigi Hadid.
Both of whom run the twitter

sphere and Instagram scene. In
fact, both models were brought
onto the Victoria's secret staff
because of their apparent social
media success.
For those of you who may not
know, Kendall Jenner is the
proud poster of the world's most
liked Instagram picture of all
time. She stole this title from her
older sister, Kim Kardashian,
racking up 3. 2 million likes. Both
Kendall and Gigi combined have
49.6 million followers (Gigi:
8.4, Kendall: 41.2). Both models
have gained an immense following on social media, creating
greater buzz for the Victoria's
Secret brand. Even though they
are very up and coming in the
modeling world, they both do
not follow traditional model

KENDALL JENNER uses social media to redefine model norms. (Courtesy of Hollywood Buzz)

norms when it comes to their
measurements. Both Hadid and
Jenner are stepping away from
the model thin standard and
bringing back the curves.
Having Gigi and Kendall as
Victoria's Secret models allows
the audience (and followers) to
have more accessibility to see
that having a little bit of curve
can still be beautiful. Compared
to other models, Gigi's (more so
than Kendall's) measurements
are larger than other Victoria's
Secret models. Hadid has actually been rejected from walking ·
in the show the past two years
because of her measurements.
She is setting a new standard
for high fashion models with
her curvy physique. Granted
Gigi Hadid does not have the
average woman's body, but her
stance on healthy eating and
promotion of curvier models is
commendable, when the modeling industry tends to seek the
skinniest models. With Gigi's
curvy body paired with Kendall's
connection to the Kardashian
reputation of having a voluptuous booty, followers and consumers are getting the idea that
having a little junk in the trunk
is just fine.
It is with the power of social
media that the public, in some
way, has been able to decide
their new face of Victoria's Secret. Hopefully more Instagram
likes will be directed to a model
with a more realistic figure, but
it is these small steps that are
changing the face of not only
Victoria's Secret, but the modeling world as a whole.
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OPINION
New Starbucks cups cause undue controversy
BY ALEXA GAMBERO
r

am sure that everyone with access to a digital screen of any
kind is familiar with the latest
coffee controversy. Starbucks,
the iconic institution, has released its annual holiday cup
design. Usually, the cardboard
cups reserved for hot drinks
are artistically adorned with
sketches of snowmen, carolers,
reindeer, ornaments, snowflakes, or presents. The chain
always makes the background
of their holiday cups red, complimenting the pagan image
of the brand's green mermaid
logo. But this year, Starbucks
has decided to forgo the decorative Christmas doodles for a
minimalist design of solid red.
As soon as Starbucks released
these cups, people claiming
to be Christians started a national outcry about the cup
design.
According to the company's
mission statement, Starbucks
serves "To inspire and nurture
the human spirit-one person,
one cup and one neighborhood
at a time." To fulfill this mission,
the company commits itself to
creating "a culture of warmth
and belonging, where everyone
is welcome." The company does
not claim religious affiliation
of any kind. Instead, they want
to sell their products to anyone
who is willing and able to buy
them, a goal shared by most
businesses.
One of the core arguments
against Starbucks this season
is that the cups' lack of adornment reflects society's shift
from insensitive barbarianism
to political correctness, thus
causing a "War on Christmas."
Former television evangelistturned social media personality
Joshua Feuerstein seems to be
at least partially responsible for

I

2015 RED CUPS forgo the Christmas images of the past. (Courtesy of GeoMarketing & Starbucks)

pointing out the evils of such
cultural sensitivity. In a video
posted on Feuerstein's Facebook page entitled, "Starbucks
REMOVED CHRISTMAS from
their cups because they hate
Jesus ... SO I PRANKED THEM
... and they HATE IT!!!!" the entertainer films himself encouraging his followers to tell their
local barista that their name is
"Merry Christmas," thus forcing the workers to acknowledge a religio.us holiday. This
viral video depicts Feuerstein
standing outside of a Starbucks
with a large red Starbucks cup
in hand wearing a Jesus t-shirt
and holding a handgun. (He
later claimed that Starbucks
hates the Second Amendment,
but the relationship between
Christmas and guns is irrelevant

in this case.)
Since traditional evangelicals
enjoy drawing day-to-day inspiration from Bible passages,
it would be useful to point to
one of the most well known
characters in the Bible: Jes us
Christ. A model of acceptance
and charity, Jesus was a healer,
a prophet, and a martyr. From
birth, Jesus was God on earth.
Starbucks executives are some
of the millions of people who
are familiar with this story.
However, they should not be
expected to display Christian
doctrines all over their stores.
Knowing this, Starbucks' red
cups have never offered any sort
of religious decorations. There
has not yet been a holiday cup
depicting a nativity scene or
a representation of Jesus. It

is safe to say that Starbucks is
looking to enforce the celebration aspect of the holiday season
in a nondenominational way in
order to reach a wider audience
of consumers.
Sure, holiday cups do spread
a certain amount of cheer, but
Starbucks is not wholly responsible for kindling the holiday
spirit. It is up to us to decide
what to make of our holidays.
If we celebrate Christmas, we
need to keep in mind that some
people might not wish to do the
same. Even the most outraged
evangelicals (I'm looking at you,
Joshua Feuerstein) cannot seem
to keep themselves away from
Starbucks. Instead of boycotting the business, they would
prefer to use their agencies to
prank people into acknowledging a sacred religious holiday
in their workplace. But can one
truly believe him- or herself to
be living out the Christian tenants of faith, love, and charity
if they are forcing their religion
upon others? Granted, we can't
all believe in Jesus' birth, but we
can all enjoy a hot Peppermint
Mocha with whipped cream and
sprinkles out of a red cardboard
drinking vessel.
This debate brings up a few
questions: Can a cup make
Christians more Christian?
Does a five dollar Venti Caramel Brulee Latte purchased
in the winter months fulfill
the Christian call to serve the
Lord? Is there a real War on
Christmas? I don't think so.
Clearly, Starbucks doesn't care
what religious institution you
decide to believe in. They just
want to maintain the prestige
of their brand and sell people
burnt coffee drinks and Michael
Buble CDs. If going to Starbucks
defines your Christian beliefs, I
think it is time to put the Eggnog
Latte down and take a moment
for personal reflection.

Ben Carson brings attention to llledia scrutiny
BY CALLIE COKER
STNF WRITER

when the media covers a presidential race, we can expect
there to be coverage of candidates'
faults. I suppose we can accredit the mud-slinging version of
politics to the Founding Fathers,
since speaking negatively about
political opponents has always
been a popular trend. Though attacking an opponent seems to be
a logical approach to running for
presidential candidacy, the media
adds a layer of mud-slinging that
is quite unique. With the current
presidential campaign, some
candidates are easy targets for
the media and other candidates
- Donald Trump and Jeb Bush to
name just two. Other candidates,
however, are under intense attack,
and it remains slightly unclear
why. Dr. Ben Carson is one of the
candidates currently under such
strong scrutiny from the media,
causing a lot of questions about
harsh attacks on candidates and
how many jabs is too many.
In an interview with Bill
O'Reilly, Carson attributed a lot

of the media attention on him to
the fact that "the left wing does
have standard practice for black
people, and you are not supposed
to wander away from that or
you are an Uncle Tom, you're a
traitor, you're all kinds of names
that they call you." In many ways,
Carson feels that the reason for
the media scrutiny is a result of
him "performing his race poorly,"
which begs an interesting question
about race in the media. We are
constantly aware of racism in the
US., and there are countless news
stories covering issues of racism
in various aspects of our society.
So, Carson's mention of being
especially criticized by the media
as a result of his race has caused
many Americans to question ifthe
media's criticisms and portrayals
of Carson are racist. Though this is
hopefully not the case, the media
remains fixated on an extremely
negative depiction of Carson.
Something used continuously
against Carson is the fact that he
misrepresented areas or events
of his past. Carson made some
comments or used anecdotes
that were either exaggerated or

falsified, and the media is being
particularly harsh about this. In
response to such an attack, Carson
seemed somewhat unbothered
at first, saying, "Show me somebody - even from your business,
the media - who is 100 percent
accurate in everything that they
say that happened 40 or 50 years

Though some criticism
of a candidate is
expected, and digging
into candidates'
pasts has become the
norm ... the portrayal
of and attention on .
Ben Carson does
seem excessive.
ago." However, as the media attention got more negative and
more frequent, Carson became
justifiably outraged, feeling like
the media was intentionallytrying
to make him look dishonest without checking sources. Since many

of the original media coverage
has since been retracted - even
in publications such as the Wall
Street Journal - Carson feels even
more annoyed since the coverage
was simply untrue but presented
in such a way as to call Carson's
character into account.
Though some criticism of a
candidate is expected, and digging into candidates' pasts has
become the norm during presidential races, the portrayal of and
attention on Carson does seem
excessive. Perhaps the targets like
Bush and Trump are too easy to
criticize, so the media feels that
"they do not need to be as harsh
about them. Carson is one of the
few candidates who is not a career
politician, and perhaps this is why
the media is so harsh. However, I
think what needs to occur is placing less attention on what happened in Carson's youth and more
attention on his current stance
policies and platform for the presidency. This principle oflooking at
what the candidate wan ts to do for
America instead of their personal
life does not just apply to Carson
but to all presidential candidates.

Governmentsponsored
steroid use in
Russia
BY JOSIE HOWATT

he world of athletics has been
T
shocked by the recent news that
world-class Russian athletes have
been encouraged by their national
government to take performanceenhancing drugs. According to
The New York Times, during the
Sochi Winter Olympics in 2014,
"members of Russia's secret service
intimidated workers at a drugtesting lab to cover up top athletes'
positive results." Over thousands of
samples of steroid-positive urine
have been destroyed by the Russian
government.
Released on November 9, a 323page document from The World
Anti-DopingAgency (WADA) states
the allegations against Russia, presenting the scandal as "the most
extensive state-sponsored doping
program since the notorious East
German regime of the 1970s." Dick
Pound, president ofWADA, asserts
that Vitaly Mutko, fhe sports ministerofRussia - among other top Russian officials - knew exactly what
was going on. This discovery comes
in the wake of a June 2015 report by
WADA of doping violations across
the world in 2013. Not surprisingly,
Russia came out on top with 225
violations, or 12 percent of fhe world
total. Russia's performance in the
2012 Summer Olympics in London
was greatly affected by steroid use,
as both the gold and bronze medalists of the women's 800 meter have
been accused of using performance
enhancing drugs.
These staggering facts bring the
ColdWartomind.IsRussiathatdesperate to win afhletic competitions
against the United States, a known
leader in international afhletic competition, that they would allow such
a large percentage of their athletes
to taint their bodies with human
. growth hormones? Pound and the
other authors of the document have
stated that they would approve of
Russia being banned from track
and field events in the upcoming
Summer Olympics in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil. I think this is a viable way to
admonish _Russia for its deplorable
actions; if anything, they should
be banned from all competition in
Rio.
While most of the doping violations have occurred within track and
field, steroids are still widely used
by Russian athletes of other sports,
including power lifting, wrestling,
cycling, and aquatics. Thankfully,
steps are in fact being taken to keep
this from happening in the future,
as The International Association
of Athletics has voted to suspend
Russia from international competition. According to a CNN article, fhe
suspension will be in effect "for an
indefinite period that may include
the 2016 Summer Olympics."
I completely agree wifh Richard
H. McLaren, one of the authors of
the document, who said, "this level
of corruption attacks sport at its
core." If Russian officials condone
steroid use, they are promoting fhe
idea that hard-working, law-abiding
athletes can be eclipsed by those
who use unfair methods to achieve
success.
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SPORTS
Women's basketball kicks off new season in style
BY KIMBERLY PASCHAL
STAFF WRITER

Saint Mary's College basketball
officially started on Friday, November 13, with the women away
at Cal State Northridge (CSUN).
The Gaels cruised past the
two-time defending Big West
champions with a 93-59 win. The
Gaels had an extremely strong
performance.
In the first three minutes of
the game, the Gaels were up 13-0.
From there, they dominated the
game. CSUN full court pressed the
Gaels, butwasclearlynomatchfor
the performance the Gaels put on.
Senior guard Hannah Kaser was
the MVP of the game; she only
played 16 minutes, but made six
out of her ten field goals and also
added four rebounds and three
assists. Kaser put up a career-high
of 18 points. However, Kaser was
not the only Gael with a great
performance.
Junior guard Samira McDonald,
who usually came off the bench
last year, started and scored five
points, grabbed seven rebounds,
got three assists, and three steals.
Sophomore guard Stella Beck
finished with 11 points, five rebounds, and three assists, while

Saint Mary's

CSUN

•

•

freshman forward Sydney Raggio
scored 15 points, going seven for
ten from the field goal line and
grabbing a team-high of nine rebounds. Two other Gaels, Devon
Brookshire and Shannon Mauldin, had more than ten points each.
As a team, the Gaels collected

Sports
this week
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Fri. @Wyoming, 6:00 p.m.
Sun. @Northern
Colorado, 5:00 p.m.

HANNAH KASER (5) led the Gaels with 18 points in their 93-59 season opening win against CSUN Friday afternoon. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

20 assists with 37 made field goals.
They also shot 56.l percent during
the game. During the game, the
Gaels offense helped transition
to their defense. With the failing
defensive effort from CSUN, the
Gaels offense fueled the game.
With the new addition of tenminute quarters in women's college basketball, the gap between
Saint Mary's and CSUN was even
more noticeable.
The Gaels led throughout the
entire game, and had a large lead
for the majority of the game as
well. The women's team should
be interesting to watch because of
their strong team this year as well
as number of returning students.
With Lauren Nicholson not even
playing this game, it will be interesting head Coach Paul Thomas
incorporates Nicholson into the
lineup when she returns from injury. The Gaels, who are projected
to finish third in the wee, should

have an exciting season ahead of
them.
On Sunday, the Gaels' home
opener took place at McKeon
Pavilion.
The Gaels defeated the Spartans
91-81 in an exciting, fast-paced
affair that saw four Saint Mary's
players reach double figures in
points. Hannah Kaser and Megan
McKay added 11 and ten points
respectively, while Devon Brookshire added a 23-point effort.
Leading the way for Saint Mary's
in points was Sydney Raggio. The
freshman had a standout game

Saint Mary's

•

San Jose St.

••

with a double-double, 26 points
and ten rebounds, as well as two

blocks and three assists. The team
as a whole played very well; the
Gaels did a wonderful job breaking the press SJSU put on them.
At halftime, the Gaels were up
52-42 after Kaser lit up McKeon
Pavilion with two back-to-back
three-pointers. The Gaels started
the second half a little slow, as
SJSU warmed up from the threepoint line, but soon shutdown the
Spartans. In the latter part of the
fourth quarter, the Spartans came
close to a comeback, but the Gaels
tightened up their defense and
executed on offense. The Gaels
held the Spartans to shooting 37
percent from the field and 32.
percent from the three-point line.
Overall, the Gaels simply played
better than the Spartans and executed on offense. The Gaels next
game is Friday, November 20 at
6:00 p.m. in Laramie, Wyoming,
against Wyoming.

The Gaels hit the road for a
pair of weekend games against
Wyoming and Northern Colorado.
Saint Mary's beat CSUN in
their opener on Friday.
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Mon. vs. Manhattan, 7:00 p.m.
Sun. vs. Stanford, 8:00 p.m.

After trouncing San Francisco
St. 80-56 Friday night, Saint
Mary's takes on Manhattan
Monday night and Stanford on
Sunday in a pair of home games.
WOM~N'S

VOLLEYBALL

Gaels fight, but fall to visiting Pacific in four sets
BY DEAN BOERNER

c; 'ORT::, LL "TOR
After a couple brutal losses to
West Coast Conference frontrunners BYU and San Diego the
week prior, Saint Mary's put up a
hard fight against Pacific Friday
night, ultimately falling to the
Tigers in four sets (25-13, 25-21,
25-27, 25-16). Following the Friday match, the Gaels only have
three more matches before their
2015 season comes to a close.
The first set started out competitively, with neither team
pulling ahead in the opening
points. From that point on
though, it was all Pacific. The
Tigers rode a convincing 14-3
in the opening set to take a 1-0
lead.
Down 1-0, Saint Mary's stayed
resolute against Pacific in the
second set. They fell behind early in the set 5-1, but mounted a
solid run to tie the second set at
12. Pacific proceeded to retake
momentum in the set, taking
a 20-15 lead. The Gaels would
make a push to put themselves
within two at 22-20, but it was
Pacific once again fending off
the pesky Gaels and taking a 2-0
match lead.
The third set between the
two clubs was a back-and-forth
affair with neither team able to

Thurs. vs. Gonzaga, 7:00 p.m.
Sat. vs. Portland, 1:00 p.m.

Saint Mary's stays at home for a
couple matches against conference
rivals Gonzaga and Portland. The
Gaels dropped a four set match
to Pacific this past Friday.

MARY HERNANDEZ (8) recorded 32 assists

in

hold a lead. In the final thirteen
points of the set, there were
six ties and neither team was
able to earq a lead greater than
three points. Unlike the second
set, the Gaels were able to close
out Pacific in the closing points.
Benefiting from a pair of Tigers'
errors, Saint Mary's took the
third set 27-25 to extend the
match to a fourth set.
After earning a set victory, the
Gaels seemed poised to take the
fourth set after jumping out to

the Gaels' 3-1 loss to Pacific Friday night at McKean Pavilion. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

an early lead. Thanks to a kill by
Rund, one of eleven in the match

Pacific
Saint Mary's
for the Saint Mary's freshman,
the Gaels positioned themselves
in a 10-8 lead over the Tigers in
set four. But in the end, it was

Pacific taking the set and the
match. The Tigers surged with
a dominant 10-1 run against the
Gaels, eventually winning the
set 25-16 and taking the match
3-1.

The Tigers were led by juniors
Lexi Elman and Alicja Wilk. Elman, a Nebraska native, put up
and impressive 19 kills and 11
digs for Pacific. Middle blocker
Alicja Wilk added eight blocks
and Kimmy Whitson tallied a
match-high 46 assists for UOP.

With the win, Pacific moves 6-9
in West Coast Conference play
and 15-11 overall.
Payton Rund put up yet another impressive effort in her freshman campaign. Rund recorded a
double-double for Saint Mary's,
with 11 kills and ten digs. Fellow
freshman Lindsey Knudsen
nearly put up a double-double of
her own, adding nine kills and 12
digs for Rob Browning's Gaels.
Like Knudsen, Madi Wilkerson
added 12 digs of her own for a
young Gaels team still figuring
themselves out against tough
wee competition.
After the loss, Saint Mary's
sits at 1-14 in conference play
and 6-19 overall with only three
games, all of which are in Moraga, left on the schedule. Saint
Mary's next hits the court on
Thursday for a match against
Gonzaga at McKeon Pavilion.
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GO GAELS!

SPORTS
have
Seniors enjoy one last win as Gaels down Pilots Gaels
.
.
impressive
showing
against SFSU
BY KIMBERLY PASCHAL
STAFF WRITER

THE 2015 SENIOR CLASS enjoyed their final game as Gaels this past weekend at Saint Mary's Stadium. Cory Schmidt (8) scored the second goal of the day for Saint Mary's. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

BY ALEX CROOK
1'.i,SSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

It was a beautiful day to send
off ten seniors as the Saint
Mary's men's soccer team defeated Portland 2-0 Saturday afternoon at Saint Mary's Stadium
in the team's final game of 2015.
"Our seniors gave a lot to this
program and were very successful," said Gaels' assistant coach
Chris Brown.
"We didn't achieve our overall
goal, but at the end of the day
the guys battled their hearts out
and finished 5-2, which is pretty
fantastic. We have a good team
and we believe in our underclassmen and our returners. It's
going to be a good spring for us
to see some guys step up and see
who can fill in for those seniors
who left."
Saint Mary's played the possession game as much as possible off the opening whistle,

but Portland's defense stood
tall as the Gaels did not record
a shot until Austin Allison's
unsuccessful free kick in the

Saint Mary's
Portland

•

16th minute.
The match progressed slowly
in the first half with just one
shot per side heading into the
26th minute and nine fouls total, but there were still chances
aplenty for both Portland and
Saint Mary's, including Ever
De La Torre's one-on-one encounter with Pilots' keeper Paul
Christensen that was keenly
pawed aside.
Saint Mary's and Portland
would see a few more quality
chances in the final five minutes

of the half, but none found the
back of the net. Portland ended
the half with five shots and the
Gaels finished with four.
The Gaels picked up where
they left off with a liner into
the chest of Christensen, keeping the Pilots' defense on its
toes. Saint Mary's almost struck
again off a free kick in the 52nd
minute. Christensen came up
big again just minutes later,
but Saint Mary's had already

"Our seniors gave a lot
to this program and
were very succesful."
showed intensity out of the
break.
Saint Mary's finally broke
through though in the 56th minute when Alex Braman deflected
Cory Schmidt's free kick past

Christensen. The Gaels went up
2-0 in the 82nd minute on Cory
Schmidt's converted penalty
after Jeremiah Michael weaved
through the goal box only to be
taken down.
"I put a lot of minutes and
work into this program," remarked Schmidt. "To get a goal
in my last game feels good and
I'll always remember it." Saint
Mary's then held the pressure
for the final eight minutes for
the victory.
"We have character" said
Brown. "We have a lot of young
talent on this team, and I know
we have a belief that we can win
this conference and make a run
in the tournament, and that's
the goal. We have a very bright
future, and the goal is to win
conference next year."
The Gaels end their season at
8-9-1 overall and 5-2-0 in conference, and look ahead to what
hopes to be a very exciting 2016.

University of Missouri's football team spurs action in race issue
BY RYAN MORAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On the morningofMonday, November 9, a hunger strike ended,
a boycott concluded and victims
affected by racism received the
justice they called for. Tim Wolfe,
former University of Missouri
System President, resigned.
Issues of racism on campus
surrounding the resignation began in September, some of which
include: racial slurs yelled from
a moving truck, racial remarks
directed at the Legion of Black
Collegians - an African American student group - while they
prepared for their homecoming involvement, and a swastika
drawn in feces on the wall of a
residence hall.
Throughout these occurrences
a list of demands was sentto Wolfe
by the Concerned Student 1950 a student group named after the
first year an African American
student was admitted to the University. The group demanded an
apology and Tim Wolfe's resignation. No immediate response was
made from officials.
On November 3, Mizzou grad-

uate student Jonathan Butler
declared his hunger strike and
very quickly a student boycott
followed.
The remarkable power shift
showed up on November 8 when
32 black Mizzou football players
declared their protest stating
they would not practice or play
until Wolfe was out of office. According to the Columbia Tribune,
the players had the support of
Athletic Director Mack Rhoades
and Coach Gary Pinkel.
A man's life was on the line. At
the time of the players' announcement, Jonathan Butler had not
eaten in seven days. Sophomore
wide receiver J'Mon Moore was
the first player to encounter Jonathan Butler. He described his condition as bad and noted that Butler
collapsed at one point. During this
encounter, promises were made.
A concerned, searching discussion sprouted between Moore and
his roommate Anthony Sherrills
- a defensive back for Mizzou.
The two entertained the possibility of a boycott and shared
with other black members of the
team. Interests were alike and by
Saturday, November 8, over 30
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players joined in a picture with
Butler, made public through social
media. By Sunday, the group photo
gre.w- complete with coaches and
most of the team.
The support was immense.
Speaking for the team and reminding every listener why such
action is being taken, Sherrills
states: "A life is way more valuable
than a game. That's what we were
doing it for. A life." Following the
announcement of the teams boy-

cott, it took just over 37 hours for
President Wolfe to announce his
resignation.
Alone, the disgraceful racial
incidents, the numerous demands
from the Concerned Student 1950
and a week-long hunger strike
from a respected grad student, was
not enough.
One has to ask: why does forfeiting a game possess such great authority? What can we learn from
these athletes?

The Saint Mary's men's basketball team tipped off their
season this past Friday, November 13, at 8:00 p.m. against
San Francisco State in McKeon
Pavilion. The Gaels brwezed past
the Gators with an 80-56 win.
The Gaels may have gotten off to
a slow start, but they eventually
warmed up, especially Emmett
Naar. The sophomore point
guard led the team to victory
with a career-high of 27 points
and seven 3-pointers. In the
latter part of the first half, N aar
made his first of seven three
pointers. After that, it was as if
he could not miss. Naar went
seven for nine from the 3-point
line and shot 71.4 percent from
the field. It should be exciting to
see what N aar does for the rest of
the season, as his previous career
high was 14 points.
In addition to Naar's excellent
performance, we saw some other
Gaels make very solid contribtutions.
Dane Pineau scored eight
points, went four for five from
the field, grabbed 11 rebounds,
blocked two shots, and got a
steal. Thejuniorforward continued to show fans his productivity
and hustle on the court.
Sophomore center Jock Landale scored eight points with
five rebounds, while redshirt
freshman Evan Fitzner made his
Saint Mary's debut scoring nine
points. Fitzner started in the big
man position, but he and Lan dale
switched on and off. This position still may be unknown, but
with Fitzner's performance, and
Landale coming off the bench the
Gaels may have a good system
in place.
Gael fans also had the opportunity to witness the debut of Joe
Rahon as well as Stefan Gonzalez, Kyle Clark, Jordan Hunter,
and Franklin Porter. The junior
guard, Rahon, had to sit out last
year after transferring from Boston College. Rabon scored eight
points, grabbed thre~ rebounds,
and clocked eight assists. He
did an amazing job in the guard
position; he and Naar gelled
very well together, so it should
be interesting to see how they
work together as a backcourt
this season.
Gonzalez, the freshman guard
from Pocatello, Idaho, played
in his first collegiate game and
scored seven points coming off
the bench.
Overall, the Gaels played hard
and tipped off the season with a
solid win against the Division II
SF State Gators. The Gaels will
host their next game on Monday,
November 16 at 7:00 p.m. against
Manhattan.
Following that Monday contest, the Gaels have a full slate
of nonconference play ahead of
them with games against Bay
Area rivals Cal and Stanford. In
addition, Saint Mary's also takes
on Cal Poly in mid-December
before starting conference play.

